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The phenomenon of pedestrians red light running is very common in the world,
especially in China, which has been called “Chinese style of crossing road” and has a
great threat to personal security. At the same time, the existing warning information
could not prevent pedestrians’ violation effectively .Well, what kind of warning
Information could stop pedestrians’ red light running behavior? In order to find the
answer,we designed a experiment in a traffic light intersection in Xiamen to assess the
effectiveness of different kind of warning information. After two month of experiment,
we found that:
1. The regular traffic signs like “Green for stop and red for go” have not effect in
pedestrians’ red light running behavior.
2. Pedestrians consider a lot about security issues before they decide to run the
red light, so raising pedestrians’ awareness of risk can stop their red light running
behavior.
3. Waiting too long when the traffic light is red always makes pedestrians
become impatient and decide to cross the street during the red light, so reducing
pedestrian psychological time about waiting could stop their red light running
effectively.
4. The combination of positive emotional appeal and the popular form of
expression could prevent pedestrians’ red light running behavior effectively.
5. The expression of repetition and emphasize could reduce the pedestrian red
light running behavior.
6. The slogan with the familial affection could not reduce pedestrians’ red light
running, but their social evaluation is highest in all kinds of warning information.
7. The warning information which make the pedestrians feel they are observed
could reduce pedestrians’ red light running behavior. And the warning information use
rhetorical tone could reduce pedestrians’ red light running , too.
8. Countdown traffic lights could reduce pedestrians’ red light running behavior















which emphasis “waiting” in the end could strengthen pedestrians’ conformity effect
of waiting during the red light, and reduce the behavior of red light running.
There are also some other important findings we didn’t mention in the abstract,
but you could find them in the body of the paper. This study complement the theory
about pedestrian red light running behavior, and also provide theory supports for
government’ warning information making to reduce the pedestrian’s red light running
behavior.
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长。近五年平均每年新增机动车 1500 多万辆，新增获得驾驶执照者 2000 多万人。
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